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Language: English . Brand New Book. Michael Ball s book is an illuminating study of the parables in
the New Testament. Parables contain within them the pattern of human nature and the pattern of
God s response, containing, says the author, both beauty and risk. This is a risk which involves
thinking about the impossible as far as our own behaviour is concerned. For example, the casting
out of the precious son from the vineyard in St Matthew is not a violent affair. We drive him out with
our indifference, with carelessness, with protective routines and with ugliness. Out of such simple
ideas, Michael Ball has constructed a spiritual theology of genuine originality. In this the idea of risk
is central. God s risk of creation and its purpose. God has risked His plans and He has risked his own
being in His Son. Fundamental to risky thinking in the Bible is the sacrifice of the most precious.
Other examples of risk examined by the author are Abraham leaving his home and his lands for the
unknown.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is really gripping and exciting. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Sa lva dor  Lynch-- Pr of . Sa lva dor  Lynch

Completely essential study ebook. This is for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended
this publication to find out.
-- Ja r r ell K ova cek-- Ja r r ell K ova cek
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